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I do not know whether we have any evidence or not, 4 whether it is something

cultivated wildly or not. Certainly in our present .. . the myrtle tree may be

cultivated.., but normally.. myrtle tree... I do not know. Thor$n and brier,

of course, grows wild here in- the desert. / Desert plants a- or desert trees

the chances are that they normally grow wild...whatever they are

the desert trees... perhaps by analogy here is spoken of .. rain and snow

c oming down from heaven. Think of the plants that grow ... perhaps it goes back

to the picture... Here is the desert where very little water you have certain peculiar

desert plants... that grow and that does not need much ew-- water.., do not

produce much ... either. And then, the area in which the water ... you get the

possibility of other plants.., It is very interesting t ---4---4k- to go out

into the desert and stand on a
'
mountain, and ... a lot of plants and mostly

desert$. plants. Then the extreme.., or even place ... with no water

no tree, no water, no plant... why, beside the stream... wherever you see

you know there is water. The figure might be there of the .... the desert...

the figure might be there of ... the desert... So, the Lord's work is going to be
with exile/

accomplished -.m.-without his word... just how this is going to tie in. /. I do

not know... You would think that these people talkxthhecxldc of the return

from exile. People say.., you go out in dace. YQ.i go out in joy, You are led forth

with peace, and; you will return home. And you will have habitations, and you

will be back home and build those cities. You will have secure habitation.

And the new temple and, the new city and all that. And there i no mention of
ence

anything like that. The only referj to the exile is s very u1athbtxxoc pleading

one. If there is... you will have secure habitation.., and new temples and new

cities and all that. But there is no mention of anything like that. The only reference
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